FACILITY RULES FOR POWER LEAGUE
As COVID-19 continues to impact our globe, the safety of PSVBA’s staff and all the teams
participating (athletes, coaches) is our top priority. As a club, it is our due diligence to take
preventative actions during competition events at our facility to minimize the risk level, prevent
the spread of COVID-19 in our community, and keep our participants and staff safe and healthy.
Location
Our facility address is 4918 – 20th Street E, Suite B, Fife, WA 98424. We are located behind
the Foothills Furniture Store. Drive to the back of the building to find us.
Parking
You may park in any of the 40+ vacant parking stalls at the back of the building unless marked
“No Parking”. There is available parking along the traffic cones facing the dock doors and in the
adjacent truck yard parking lot. Do not park in the alley or in non-designated areas along the
building as this is also a fire lane. Do NOT BLOCK the chain-link gated entrance to the adjacent
trucking yard at any time! Vehicles that block or are parked in the truck yard entrance area
may/will be damaged due to incoming semi-trucks! PSVBA & the Trucking Company will not be
held liable for damage or loss of vehicles! We also have hundreds of parking stalls that are
available during non-business hours at the front of our building. Do not park in the 8 stalls
marked for “Foothills Furniture” in front of the furniture store, but any other open spot at the front
of the building is acceptable to park.
Team Check-in
Team check-in will open 1 hour before the 1st round of play (usually 8 am for a 9 am start).
Teams should check-in together when all members of the team are present. Only persons
listed on the official team roster will be allowed to check-in at that time. All coaches and players
must complete the health screening attestation using the QR code and must be on the official
roster for entry. ID verification will be required for all coaches. The team check-in will occur at
the main office entry into the facility. Once teams have checked in, coaches and players will
only be allowed to enter/exit the facility through the Gym Entry.
Spectator Check-in
PSVBA will not be limiting the number of spectators per team but will only allow spectators into
the gym when their team is competing due to limited building capacity, restroom services, and
spectator seating. Spectators will still be required to vacate the facility after their match is over.
Teams that are officiating do not count as competing on the court, and their spectators will be
required to vacate the gym until they are back on.
Spectators will be allowed to enter the facility 15 minutes before the 1st round of play (usually
8:45 am for a 9 am start) or after the team check-in has been completed. All spectators must
complete the health screen attestation using the QR code prior to entering the facility for the first
time. Spectators will only be allowed to enter/exit the facility through the Gym Entry.
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Facility Rules
DO NOT come to the Facility if you are sick or experiencing illness, flu or COVID symptoms.
Face masks are recommended but not required at this time.
NO GUM Chewing allowed in the Gym!
NO FOOD allowed in the Gym!
NO EATING or SNACKING allowed in the Gym!
NO SPORTS or ENERGY drinks allowed in the Gym!
NO COFFEE or SODA allowed in the Gym!
ONLY WATER bottles or personal refillable water bottles are allowed in the gym! Personal
water bottles filled with anything other than water is not allowed. If discovered the team will be
accessed a 13-point penalty at the beginning of their next game. There is no water fountain or
water bottle refill station at the facility.
All food and snacks must be consumed outside the facility in the courtyard or their parked car. If
discovered that a player or spectator is consuming food or drink other than water within the
facility, the team will be accessed a 13-point penalty at the beginning of their next game.
Multiple infractions will result in a forfeited game and/or match.
Teams will be provided a designated team backpack drop area where the players may spend
their downtime while in the facility. Personal coolers are NO LONGER allowed in the gym.
No consuming of food/snacks or drinking of anything other than their personal refillable
water bottles are allowed in the team areas. If discovered, the team will be assessed a 13point penalty at the beginning of their next game.
Teams will be allowed to set up a tent, chairs, and food table in the marked off courtyard area in
the parking lot outside the facility but must clean up their area properly before leaving the facility
at the end of the day. Warming devices such as propane gas heaters are allowed if properly
supervised throughout the day. No BBQ or fire log pits are allowed.
No personal chairs are allowed in the gym. Limited seating will be provided for the spectators of
teams that are competing.
No outside balls and carts allowed in our facility. PSVBA will provide game balls and warm-up
balls for the teams competing.
No outside music sources (portable and/or small personal speakers) allowed in the gym.
Please refer to the attached PSVBA FLAGSHIP FACILITY MAP.
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PARKING

PSVBA FLAGSHIP FACILITY MAP
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SPECATOR POLICY
1. PSVBA will not be limiting the number of Spectators
2. Spectators must compete the health screen attestation for entry
3. Spectators will be allowed in the Gym only when their team is competing
4. Spectators must leave gym after the match is over to make room for next team
5. Spectators must abide by Gym rules (i.e. no eating, no drinks/coffee, etc.)
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